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In this paper we study a special class of finite p-groups, which we call 
powerful p-groups. In the second part of this paper, we apply our results to 
the study of p-adic analytic groups. This application is possible, because a 
finitely generated pro-p group is p-adic analytic if and only if it is “virtually 
pro-powerful.” These applications are described in the introduction to the 
second part, while now we describe the present part in more detail. 
In the first section we define a powerful p-group, as one whose subgroup 
of pth powers contains the commutator subgroup. We give several results 
on these groups, in particular show that many naturally defined subgroups 
of them are also powerful, and then use this to show that if H is any sub- 
group of the powerful group G, then the number of generators of H is 
at most the same number for G. This result and its “converse” can be 
regarded as one of our main results, the said converse stating that, if all 
subgroups of the p-group G can be generated by at most Y elements, then G 
contains a powerful subgroup whose index is bounded by a function of r 
only. 
Thus the study of powerful groups is related to the study of “groups of 
rank r,” i.e., groups with bound r on the number of generators of sub- 
groups, as above. This connection is exploited in Section 2, where we use it, 
e.g., to establish a conjecture of Jones and Wiegold, that the number of 
generators of the multiplicator of a group of rank r is bounded by a 
function of r. Section 3 contains examples and some further results. Some 
of these relate our results to concepts from the “power-structure” of 
p-groups, as discussed in a previous paper by the second author [Ma]. 
There is some difference, both in the definitions and in the results, 
between the odd primes and the prime 2. Thus, in the first three sections we 
assume that p is an odd prime, while in the last section we take p = 2. In 
that section we just repeat the statement of the results of the previous sec- 
tions, as far as we know them to be true, with the necessary modifications. 
We give proofs only if they differ from the ones for odd primes. The result 
corresponding to 1.8, e.g., is numbered 4.1.8, etc. 
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We feel certain that many of our results admit natural generalizations 
and “dualizations.” Indeed, some of our results, as well as of these 
variations, have been anticipated by several people (see [Ar; Ho; Hu, 
111.12; K; Ll; L2; L3; Mc2; T] and in particular [K, Abs]). 
TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
(Warning: Part II may have different notations). G is usually a finite p- 
group. [Hu] is the standard reference for regular and metacyclic groups, 
and [Su] for modular ones. G is called p-abelian if it satisfies (ah)” = uphp. 
Next, Gi, G”‘, Q(G), and M(G) denote, respectively, the lower central and 
derived series, the Frattini subgroup and the Schur multiplicator, of G, 
while O,(G) and a,(G) denote the subgroups generated by all elements of 
orders dividing p’ and all p’th powers, respectively. P,(G) is defined by: 
P,(G) = G and P,+,(G) = [P,(G), G] U,(P,(G)). Finally, d(G), cl(G), I(G), 
sr( G) denote, respectively, the minimal number of generators, the class, the 
derived length and the rank of G, while e(G) is defined by exp G = prtG’. 
1. POWERFUL ,&-GROUPS 
Throughout the first three sections of this paper, p denotes an odd prime. 
Unless otherwise stated, G is a finite p-group. 
DEFINITION. (1) G is powcvfiil, if B,(G) 2 G’. 
(2) Let N a G. Then N is powr~fully cmhedded in G, if 7J, (N) 2 
CN, Gl. 
Thus, G is powerful if and only if it is powerfully embedded in itself. If N 
is powerfully embedded in G, then N is powerful and, moreover, if 
N c H C_ G and H/N is cyclic, then 
U,(H)zU,(N)z[N,H]=H’ 
so H is powerful. 
EXAMPLES. (1) In [K], King gives many situations in which certain 
normal subgroups of G contained in U,(G) are powerful. King’s proofs can 
often be adapted to show that these subgroups are actually powerfully 
embedded in G (see Proposition 1.13). 
(2) Let G be regular [Hu, 111.10). Then 
U,(u,(G)) = a,(G)> Co,(G), U,(G)1 = U,(G), 
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so 0, is powerful. We will see in Section 3 that this holds in larger classes 
of groups. 
While it is obvious that factor groups and direct products of powerful 
groups are powerful, this property is not subgroup-inherited. Indeed, all 
subgroups of G are powerful if, and only if, G is modular 
[Proposition 3.11. Still, the next two results show that many subgroups of 
powerful groups are powerful. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A4 and N be powerfill~~ embedded in G. Then [N, G], 
0, (N), MN and [M, N] are powerfully embedded in G. 
Proqf: When trying to prove that a certain subgroup K is powerfully 
embedded, we may assume that [K, G, G] = 1. Indeed, if we have proved 
our claim under this assumption, then, working in G/[K, G, G] and lifting 
back to G, we get [K, G] cU,(K)[K, G, G], hence 
CK Gl = CK G, GI(CK Cl n U,(K)). 
If [K,G] & O](K), let LaG be such that i[K,G]: LI=p and 
L 2 [K, G] n B,(K). Then L 2 [K, G, G], hence L 2 [K, G], a contradic- 
tion. 
First, we consider [N, G]. As just noted, we may assume 
[N, G, G, G] = 1 so [N, G] L-Z,(G). This implies that D,([N, G])= 
[B,(N), G] (this follows from [MR, Theorem 41, and can also be verified 
directly). Then U,( [N, G]) = [B,(N), G] 2 [N, G, G], so [N, G] is power- 
fully embedded. 
Next consider U,(N). Here we assume [U,(N), G, G] = 1, so also 
[N, G, G, G] = 1, and again U,([N, G])= [U,(N), G], so 
Passing to [M, N], we assume [M, N, G, G] = 1, which yields, as above, 
o,(CM Nl) = CfJ,(W, Nl = CM, U,(N)l. Now CtJ,(W, Nlz CM, G, Nl 
and [M, U,(N)] 2 [G, N, M], so, by the three-subgroups-lemma: 
us,(CM, Nl)? CM, N, Cl. 
Finally, b,(MN) 2 O,(M) U,(N) 2 [M, G][N, G] = [MN, G]. 
It follows from the last proved assertion, that each group G contains a 
unique maximal powerfully embedded subgroup. It is an interesting 
problem (raised by Ch. Hering) to study this subgroup. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Let G he polzeyful. 
(a) The subgroups G,, G(‘), O,(G), Q(G), etc., are poweyfully 
embedded. 
(b) !fG , + , C_ H s Gi, i 3 2, then H is powecful. 
Proof: We have to prove only (b), and this follows from 
~,(H)~~~(G,+,)~G,+z~[G,,G,]~H’. 
See also Theorem 2.1 (a). 
We now consider the power structure of powerful groups. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G he powe(ful. Then P,, ,(G) = b,(G) and 
o,(fJ,(G))= o,+,(G). 
Proof: We first prove U,(a,(G)j=a,+,(G). Since U,+,(G)cZT,(U,(G)) 
holds always, we may assume B, + , (G) = 1, and try to prove 0, (U,(G)) = 1. 
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup contained in O,(G). By induction, 
ZJ,(U,(G) c N. Since U,(G) is powerful, we see that U,(G)/N is abelian, 
while NcZ(G), so cl(U,(G))<2. Since U,+,(G)= 1, 0,(G) is generated by 
elements of order p, hence 0,(0,(G)) = 1 (cf. [Hu, III.lO]). 
Now, by induction on i, 
‘,+,(‘,(G))=‘,(~,(~j(G)))=~,(~,+;(G))=sri+,+,G) 
and 
P,+,(G)=~,(P,(G))CP,(G),G1=8,(8, -,(W)CB, ,(G),Gl=U,(G). 
We remark that the definition of powerfulness is equivalent to PI(G) = 
U,(G). The dual condition, PI(G) = G’, can also be considered. It means 
that G/G’ has exponent p, and it is well known that this implies that 
G,/G, + , also has exponent p, which in turn yields, by easy induction, that 
P,(G) = G, for such group. Combining this remark with our last result, we 
have 
COROLLARY 1.4. Jf U,(G) = G’, then O,(G) = Gi + , for all i. 
Groups satisfying the conclusion of Corollary 1.4 were considered by 
McCutcheon [Mc~], who has proved Theorem 1.12 for them. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If G is pow,ecful and Ui+ ,(G) g H c ai( i > 1, then 
H is poweyful. 
This is proved as Corollary 1.2(b), using Ui = P,, , and [P,(G), 
P,(G)] c P,+,(G) [HB, VIII. 1.51. 
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PROPOSITION 1.6. Let M and N he powerfully embedded in G. Then 
U,(MN) = US,(M) U,(N) and 
a,( CM Nl) = fi CfJ,(W> uk- ,(Nl. (1) 
I = 0 
(Recall that if G is regular, then a,( [M, N]) = [U,(M), 7Ji, ~ i(N)] holds for 
each i. Under our assumptions we can actually show, using more or less the 
same argument, that a,( [N, G]) = [0,(N), G]). 
Proof Obviously, U,(M) D,(N) c 7J,(MN). In G/U,(M) Ul(N) both M 
and N become central, and have exponent p, so also B,(MN) z 
U,(M) B,(N), hence our first claim for k = 1. Easy induction yields the 
general case. 
Now consider ZIS, ( [M, N] ). As noted above, mod[M, N, G] we have 
7J,([M, N]) = [U,(M), N] = [M, a,(N)]. So for k= 1, (1) holds 
(mod[M, N, Cl). But B,([M, N])s [M, N, G] by Theorem 1.1, and also 
[U,(M), N] 2 [M, G, N]. [M, B,(N)] 2 [N, G, M], so the right-hand-side 
of ( 1) (for k = 1) also contains [M, N, G], by the three-subgroups-lemma. 
Therefore (1) is true for k = 1. Now, assuming (1) for k, and using the 
previous part, as well as the fact that all the relevant subgroups are power- 
fully embedded, we get 
U,+,(CM, Nl)=~,(~IS,(CM, Nl))=u, fj C~;(M), a,-;(N)l) 
c 0 
=fi u,(CZJ,(W> fJ-i(N)l) 
0 
=Q Ca,(7J;(M)), ~,--AN)lC~;(M), 7J,(~~-i(N))l 
kfl 
= n Co;(M), u~k+ 1 -i(N 
0 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let G he powerful. Then each element of U,(G) can be 
written as ap’ , ,for some a E G. 
ProojY It suffices to deal with i = 1, so let x E U,(G). Since 
cl G/Y?(G) d 2, x is a pth power (mod 0*(G)), i.e., x E bYJ,(G), for some 
LEG. Then x~u,(H), where H=(b,ZJ,(G)). Now H#G, unless G is 
cyclic, and H is powerful, by the remark following the definition of power- 
fulness, so x = a”, for some a E H, by induction (see also Proposition 3.2). 
We pass now to the consideration of generators for G and its subgroups. 
Our first result is modelled on one of Hobby’s [Ho]. 
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PROPOSITION 1.8. Let G be powerful, and let U,(G) 2 N 2 G’. Let 
a, N ,..., a,N be a basis for the abelian group G/N. Then N = (ap” ,..., as”‘), 
for suitable integers e, ,..., ed. 
Proof We may assume that 0(N) = 1. In particular, G, G 0, (G’) = 1, 
so G has class two and an elementary abelian commutator subgroup, 
which shows that it is p-abelian. Then up,..., a$’ generate U,(G). Let a6 N. 
Then a E U,(G), so we can write a = up”’ .. aPnd Since {a, ,..., ad} are <I 
independent (mod N), we get a!” E N. This yields our claim, if we take p”’ to 
be the order of a,N. 
(Hobby’s result is the case N = G’.) 
COROLLARY 1.9. Jf’ G = (u, ,..., ad) is pow,erful, then O,(G) = 
(a?,..., a?). 
This follows by induction from the case i = 1, which is the case 
N = 0,(G) of Proposition 1.8. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let N be a powerfully embedded subgroup of G. If N 
is the normal closure of .some subset of G, then N is actually generated b?! 
this .subset. 
Proof: Let N = (A )“. To find generators for N, we may assume 
U,(N)= 1. But then N is central in G, and N=(A)“= (A). 
In particular, if G = (u, ,..., o,,) is powerful, then G, is generated by all 
commutators of weight i in the a,‘s. 
THEOREM I. 11. Let G be a p-group with d(G) = d. Then G is powerful if 
and only $ G is a product of d cyclic groups. 
Proof: First, let G be powerful, and let {a, ,..., a,,) be any set of 
generators of G. We will show then, that G = (a, ) (uz) . .. (a,,). Let 
e=e(G). Then U, I,= (ay”-I,..., a;“‘) is a central subgroup in G. 
Applying induction to G/B, ,(G), we have 
G= <a, > ... (u,,) o,- ,(G) 
= (a,) ... (a,,)(~~~‘) ... (a: ‘) 
= (0, > ... <a,,>. 
Conversely, suppose that G= (u,) ... (a,), for some set {a,,..., a,}. 
Writing any element of G as a;‘. .. a; we see that, mod 0, (G), a is con- 
gruent to a product as above with 0 <n, <p. Thus 
pr> IG: U,(G)\ 3 IG: @(C)l =pd 
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But if we can take Y = d, we get equality throughout, and in particular 
U,(G) = Q(G) and G is powerful. 
We remark that factorizations can be found also for some subgroups 
that need not be powerful. Thus; let G be powerful and let HZ U,(G). Let 
/H: U,(G)1 = pk. Then we can choose the generators a, ,..., ud so that 
a, ,..., ak E H. Let a E H and write a = a?’ . . . a?. Since uk + , ,..., ad are a basis 
for G(mod H), we must have a:~ E H for i > k i.e., p 1~1, for these I’s. Thus H 
is the product of the d cyclic subgroup (a, ) ,..., ( ak ), (at,, ) ,..., (a;). 
A related result was noted in [K, Abs.]. Namely, if G is a product of 
pairwise permutable cyclic subgroups, then G is powerful. Indeed, let 
G= (a,) ... (ud) be such a product, and let G,,= (a,)(~,). Then it is 
obvious that IG,,: U,(G,,)l dp’, hence [a,, ai] E~J,(G~,) and G’sU,(G). 
THEOREM 1.12. Lrt G he a powerful p-group, and let H c G. Then 
d(H) < d(G). 
Proof: We are going to construct a series of subgroups H’c H, such 
that HU,(G) = H’U,(G) and d( H’) d d = d(G). For p’ = exp G we get H = H’ 
and our result. 
By previous results, ZIS,(G)/Uj+ ,(G) can be considered as a vector space 
over GF(p), of dimension d at most. We begin by choosing a basis of the 
subspace HU,(G)/CJ,(G), consisting of the images of the elements 
a, ,..., a,,, E H, say, and defining H’ = (u, ,..., a,, ). Next, we complement 
{a, ,..., u,,, } to a basis of G/B,(G), by the images of {b,, + , ,..., bd}, say. Then 
D,(G)/U,(G) is spanned by the images of ay,..., h$, (Corollary 1.9), so 
H’U,( G)/U,( G) has in 715, (G)/U,( G) codimension d d - n, . We now choose 
a basis for 7J,(G)/U2(G), consisting of a maximal linearly independent sub- 
set of the images of a: ,..., a:,, and also of images of a,, + , ,..., an>, c,,>+ , ,..., cd, 
where a,,, + , ,..., u,,~E HnZIS,(G), c;~o,(G), and d,<d. Finally, define 
H’= (a, ,..., a,,,). 
In the same way, assuming H’ to be defined already, to have n, 
generators and (H’ n 0, ,(G))/U,(G) to have codimension dd- ni in 
8, ,(G)/U,(G), we see that H’n7Ji(G)/Uii+,(G) has codimension <d-n, 
in Oi(G)/U, r ,(G), so we can define H’+ ’ to be generated by H’ and 
elements a,,,+ ,,..., u,,,+, E Hn U,(G), such that (H n U,(G)) U,+,(G)/ 
b,, ,(G) is spanned by the images of up’,..., a$;‘, ,..., a;,, a,!, , ,..., a,+,, with 
a ll, + I 1”‘, a ,I,, , being independent (mod Ui+ ,(G)). Then d(H’+‘) dn,, , d d, 
which completes the induction step. 
To provide a converse for Theorem 1.11, we apply a result of [K], 
which we reprove here slightly generalized. Let S(n, p) denote the Sylow 
p-subgroup of GL(n, p), let V be any verbal subgroup of the free group of 
countable rank, and, as usual, let V(G), for any group G, be the corre- 
sponding verbal subgroup of G. 
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PROPOSITION 1.13. Let G be a p-group, N u G, N z V(G) and d(N) 6 n. 
If V(S(n, p)) = 1, then N is powerfully embedded in V(G). 
Proqf Let N, z N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. We may 
assume U,(N) = 1. By induction, N/N, is powerfully embedded in 
VGIN,) = VW/N, > so [N, V(G)] z N,. Thus N/N, is an elementary 
abelian group, so d(N) <n means that IN: N,l <p”, and 1 Nl <pn+ ‘. Let 
A4 4 G be a maximal subgroup of N. Then certainly d(M) d n, so induction 
implies A4 E Z( V(G)). In particular, N is abelian, hence elementary abelian. 
Now G/C,(N) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(n, p), hence of S(n, p). 
Since V(S(n,p))= 1, we get V(G)cC,(N) and [N, I’(G)]= 1. 
The group S(n, p) is described in [Hu, 111.161. The results there show 
that we can take, e.g., V(G) = Ui(G), provided pi 3 n; or V(G) = U,;,(G), for 
the same values of i, where we define U,,,(G)= U,(G), Uci+ ,,(G)= 
U,(U,,,(G)). (Bi(G) & U,,,(G), but equality need not hold). We can also take 
v(G) = G,, , or G(j), for 2’2 n. (King’s result [K, Theorem 31 is the case 
V(G) = U,(G); he states only that N is powerful and gives also various 
other conditions under which this holds). 
Recall that we have denoted by sr(G) the maximum of d(H), for all sub- 
groups H of G. For a real number a, let (a) be the smallest integer not less 
than 2. 
THEOREM 1.14. Let G be a p-group, p > 2, and let r = sr(G). Then G con- 
tains a churacteristic powerful subgroup H such that IG: HI <P~(‘“~~~). 
Proof. Let n = (log,r), and let V be the variety of all p-groups having 
a normal series of length n with elementary abelian factors. Then 
V(S(n, p)) = 1, so, taking H = I’(G), H is powerful by 1.13, and the bound 
for / G: H I follows from the fact that G/H has a series as just described, 
in which the factors have at most r generators. Thus 1 G/H I <p’“. (It 
can also be shown that we can pick H so that I G : H I <p(G). This is better 
than the previous bound for r<6.) 
2. THE MULTIPLICATOR AND OTHER RESULTS 
The results of the previous section allow us to prove results about groups 
of given rank by first deducing then for powerful groups and then applying 
1.14. In particular, we now use this procedure to show, that if sr(G) = r, 
then its multiplicator M(G) can be generated by about r2 log r elements. 
This answers Problem 6.4 of [Wi], which is also Problem 4.67 of the 
Kourovka notebook (we are grateful to J. Wiegold for pointing out to us 
this last reference). The bound even satisfies Jones’ conjecture, quoted in 
[Wi], that “something like a quadratic bound is correct,” but it still seems 
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possible that it can be improved. Indeed, for a powerful G (where Y = d(G)) 
we obtain the better bound (2) which is rather precise, since by [Jo, bot- 
tom of p. 4521 d(M(G)) is at least (d; ‘) - 1 here. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be powerful, with d(G) = d. Let ZG Z(H) and 
H/Z z G. Then 
(a) Jf H’ & N c Q(H), then N is powerfully embedded in H; also, 
d(W) < (:,. 
(b) If expZ=p, and U,(H)cNg@(H), then N is powerfully 
embedded in H, and d( 7J, (H)) < d. 
(c) If Zc@(H), then sr(H)d(“;‘). 
Proqj: (a) We may assume that U,(N) = 1, and try to show that 
[N, H] = 1. Then we may assume also [N, H, H] = 1. In particular, we get 
U,(H’)= 1 and H,= 1, so clHd3. Let a,bEH, then cl(a,a”)< 
cl( a, H’ ) d 2. Thus (a, ah) is regular, and 
so up E Z(H) and 0, (H) G Z(H). The powerfulness of G yields H’ c 
O,(H) ZcZ(H), so H, = 1 and [N, H] c [Q(H), H] = H,[U,(H), H] = 1. 
Since H/Z is generated by d elements, H’ is the normal closure of the 
commutators of these elements, and the bound for d( H’) follows from 1.10. 
(b) We again assume UIs, (N) = 1. Thus 7J,( H) has exponent p, and so 
does H’, because H’ s U,(H) Z. We know already that H’ is powerfully 
embedded, so H, c Ufs, (H’) = 1. Thus cl H < 2, and from exp H’ = p follows 
U,(H)sZ(H) and also @p(H) = 0, (H) H’ E Z(H) and certainly 
[N, H] = 1. 
The bound for d(U,( H)) is obtained as before. 
(c) Now d(H)=d(H/Z)=d. If Kg H, then d(K/KnH’)d 
d( H/H’) = d, and d( K n H’) < d(H’) < (i), because H’ is powerful, so 
d(K) < (“; ‘). 
We can take for H a covering group of G, with Z = M(G). From (a) and 
H’ being powerful, we obtain. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G be powerful, with d(G) = d. Then d(M(G)) < (f). 
Before applying Corollary 2.2 to groups which need not be powerful, we 
reprove it by a different approach. For a finite p-group G, let r,(G) denote 
the minimal number of relations needed to define G as a p-group. This is 
the same as the number of relations G needs as a pro-p-group, and we have 
d(M(G)) = r,,(G) - d(G) [Gr, Sect. 7.21. Now let G = (a, ,..., ad) be power- 
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ful, with d = d(G). Write the commutators [a;, ai] as words w,~ in the 
elements a;. For each i, let e, be the least positive integer such that af” is 
equal to a word w, in u/-p”, j < i. pet is at most the order of a,, and is possibly 
equal to it, in which case we take wi= 1, the empty word. This certainly 
happens for i = 1. Now let H be the pro-p group generated by elements xi, 
with relations [x,, x,] = w,(x), x, PC”= w,(xp”). These relations show that H 
is a powerful pro-p group. It is noted in Part II, that this means that we 
can apply all the previous results to H. In particular, the groups U,(H)/ 
U,, 1(H) are finite elementary abelian groups, and the relations a? = r+‘, 
ensure that the orders of these groups are not more then the orders of 
ZT,(G)/U,+ ,(G). In particular, exp H< exp G. It follows that 1 HI < IG/. 
Since H maps on G, we see that HE G, so we have found a set of defining 
relations for G, and have shown that r,(G) d (“; I), so d(M(G)) d (:). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G he any group of odd order (not necessarily a 
p-group), such that sr(P) < r .for each Sylow subgroup P qf G. Then 
d(M(G)) 6 (;I + r’(log,r). 
Proqf: Since a Sylow p-subgroup of M(G) is a subgroup of M(P), we 
consider only P. By 1.14, P contains a powerful subgroup H, which was 
chosen so that I(G/H) 6 m = (log,r ). The derived series of G/H can be 
refined to one with cyclic factors, yielding a normal series with cyclic fac- 
tors joining H to G, of length rm at most. Now d(M( H)) < (;) and, as we 
move up to our chain from H to G, we add at each stage at most r 
generators to the multiplicator, by [JoII, Theorem 3. I 11, hence our result. 
We remark that, under the assumptions of 2.3, sr(G) < r + 1 [Ko] 
THEOREM 2.4. Let G be u powerful p-group. Then e(M(G)) d e(G). 
Proqf: We are going to prove the more general statement that, in the 
situation of Theorem 2.1, we have e(H’) = e( H/2( H)). Taking for H a 
covering group of G gives the bound for e(M(G)). 
Let, then, H/Z = G be powerful, for Z G Z(H). We will establish, by 
induction on k, the equality 
o,(H’) = C~,(W> HI (2) 
which implies the above claim. 
Assume, that (2) holds for some k. Since H’ is powerfully embedded in 
H, we have U,+,(H’)=U,(U,(H’)). Similarly, 7J,+,(G)=UIS,(US,(G)), so, 
lifting to H: 
and 
[Ia, + ,(W, HI = C~,(~,(W), HI. 
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Thus (2) for k + 1 is equivalent to 
~,(~k(H’)) = CfJ,(~k(W), HI. (3) 
Note that (3) certainly holds if B,(H)&Z,(H) (using (2) for k). We 
establish (3) by showing, that if either side is 1, then, indeed, UfS,(H) c 
Z,(H), so the other side is also trivial. This establishes that each side con- 
tains the other. 
First, let U,(U,(H’)) = 1. Since U,(H’) is powerfully embedded, this 
implies, applying (2), 
C~,(W, H, HI = CU,(H’), HI s O,(fJ,(H’)) = 1 
so U,(H)sZ,(H). Next, let[U,(UTS,(H)), H] = 1. Working now in the 
powerful group H/ZH, we get [U,(H), H] E 0, (O,(H)) Z(H) s Z(H), 
U,(H) s Zz( H), and we are done. 
We next collect some more obvious inequalities. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G he powerful, with d(G) = d, e(G) = e. Then 
cl G<e, I(G)<log,e+ 1, ICI <p”‘, and IM(G)l <P(“*)~(~ ‘jr. 
Indeed, the first inequality follows from G,, 1 c ai( which is included 
in 1.3, the next two inequalities are obvious, and the last one is obtained by 
combining 2.2 and 2.4. 
Now let G be a group of rank r. Then we can apply 2.5 to the powerful 
subgroup H of index at most p mi in G, where m = (log,r). We still denote 
e(G) = e. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. In the above notation, we have ICI <prmirr, l(G) 6 
logze+m+ 1, e(M(G))<e+rm, and IM(G)l <P(;)~+~*~~. 
Proof: The inequality for ICI is obvious, and this for I(G) is obtained 
on noting that [(G/H) dm, by the construction of H. The third is a 
corollary of [JW]. For the last one, we connect H to G by a normal series 
with cyclic factors of length mr at most. If KG L is a typical link in this 
series, thenlM(L)I < IM(K)I IK/K’l, by [JoII, 3.11, and d(K) < r, e(K) <e, 
so IK/K’] <p”‘. Since IM(H)I <p(i)‘, our result follows. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let G be as in 2.3. Let e be such, that for each p 
dividing ICI the exponent of a Sylow p-subgroup of G is at most p’. Then 
l(G) is bounded bs, a function qf r and e. 
Prooj: G/F(G) is a subdirect product of the groups that G induces on 
its chief factors. Therefore /(G/F(G)) is bounded by the function g(r) of 
[We, p. 461, while /(F(G)) is bounded by 2.6. 
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The examples given in the next section show that one cannot omit the 
dependence on e in the last three results. 
One can also bound the minimal number, r(G), of relations needed to 
define G. Thus, let sr(G) = r, 1(G) = 1. Then G has a normal series with 
cyclic factors, of length rl at most. Let K _c L be a typical link, and suppose 
we have generators a, ,..., a, for K, and aK for L/K. Then we define L by the 
generators a, ,..., a,, a, adding relations expressing a’ and aq, where 
q = 1 L: KI, in terms of a, ,..., a,. Since d(L) < r, one of the ai’s can be 
expressed in terms of the other generators, and we substitute this 
expression in the relators and delete this a,. Thus we add r + 1 relations (at 
most) for each link. Starting with the last non-trivial term of the derived 
series, which is abelian and can be given by (‘: ’ ) relations, we obtain 
r(G) d + r(r + 1 )(I- 1). 
If G is powerful, 1 is bounded in terms of e. However, we do not know if 
one can bound r(G) in terms of r only, as one can r,(G). Note that for G a 
p-group of rank r, the bound on d(M(G)) in 2.3 implies a bound on r,(G). 
There exist also lower bounds for r,>(G) (and hence for r(G), as 
r,(G) < r(G) always holds). Indeed, we noted in the beginning of this sec- 
tion, that if G is powerful, then d(M(G)) 3 (“, ‘) - 1, and this is equivalent 
to r,(G) 3 (2”). This can be also proved directly. Thus, let G be powerful, 
with u’(G) = d generators, say G = (a, ,..., u,), and r,,(G) relations. Adding 
the relations a! = 1, we get a presentation for the elementary G/D,(G), 
which cannot be defined by less than (“i ‘) relations. Thus r,,(G) > 
(“:‘I-d=(f). 
Finally, we give an application of a somewhat different type. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let G he a p-group of rank r, let n = (log,r), 
r=e(G), and e>k, Ian. Then e(UJS,(G))=e-k, U,(U,(G))=~,+,(G).for 
each 4 and [U,(G), U,(G)1 c uk+, ,,+,(G). 
Prooj: U,(G) is powerful, by 1 .13, and is generated by elements of 
order pcm k at most, so 1.9 implies the two equalities. Moreover we have 
Ui,(G)=U, -,,(U,,(G)), so, by (1) of 1.6: 
[ak(G), a,(G)1 c uk + / A Cun(GL ~,(G)l) 
su. k+,~2,1(~,,+,(G))=~k+,~n+,(G). 
In particular, if r <p, then n = 1, so the relations of 2.8 hold for all k, I, 
and the last one becomes [U,(G), U,(G)] c 7Jk + ,(G). 
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3. EXAMPLES AND FURTHER RESULTS 
It seems natural to consider powerful groups of small rank (indeed, the 
results of the second part show that this is analogous to considering 
analytic groups of small dimension). First, G is powerful with d(G) = 2 if 
and only if IG: a,(G)1 =p*, and this in turn is equivalent to G being 
metacyclic [Hu, III.1 1.41, so this case is completely known. This also 
implies. 
THEOREM 3.1. All subgroups qf G ure powerful if and only if G is a 
modular p-group. 
Proqf: It is easy to see, that all subgroups of G are powerful if and only 
if all 2-generator subgroups are, i.e., if and only if all 2-generator subgroups 
are metacyclic, and this is known to be equivalent to G being modular 
[Su, Chap. I, Theorem 14.2, Proposition 1.83. 
The p-groups of rank 2 were determined by N. Blackburn [Bl, 
Theorem 4.11. His results imply that such a group is either metacyclic, a 
3-group of maximal class (other than the wreath product of two 3-cycles), 
and two “sporadics” of orders p3 and p4 (we omit the detailed deduction of 
this result from Blackburn’s, which is more general). Of these, the 3-groups 
of maximal class and the groups of order p3 and p4 are not powerful, but 
they contain a powerful (i.e., metacyclic) maximal subgroup. 
Some results on groups of rank 2, not necessarily p-groups, are found in 
[H, HM, Mel, MN]. 
Powerful groups with d(G) = 3 are given by a well-known construction 
of Hall [Hu, lII.17]. Using the notations of [Hu], we have, for each triple 
(k k m) of integers satisfying h>O, k>O, m >O, h+ k>m, a 
group M,,,, ,,,,, such that Mh,k,mz M,,,,,,,, if and only if h d h,, k <k,, 
mbm,, and then IMh,k,,n: M ,,,, k,,m,I =phlmhtkl k+ml ~“‘. Also, Mk,k,m= 
M /,+n,.k+,,,,h+ka”d~l(M,,,.,)=M,+,,k+,.,+, (pcanbetakentobew 
odd prime). 
It follows that, for any f > 1, M,, ,, ,a M,, 1, , Let G = G, = MI- ,, 1/M, ,, ,, 
and denote by G,, k, m the image of M,, k, m in G. Then G’ = ZJ, (G) = G2, *, 2, 
and IG: G’I =p3, so G is a powerful p-group with three generators. Now 
M 1. I. 1 is a subdirect product of the groups G,, and M,, ,, , contains a non- 
abelian free groups, so the 3-generator powerful groups cannot satisfy any 
non-trivial law.’ 
’ In Section 5 of the second part of this paper we study these examples of Hall from a more 
conceptual point of view. It will be clear then that this difference between rank 3 and rank 2 
powerful groups comes from the fact that there exists a simple Lie algebra of dimension 3 
while every Lie algebra of dimension 2 is solvable. 
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It was noted by P. Hall [Ha] that for p > 3, G is a product of three 
cyclic subgroups. This follows also from our 1.11, without the restriction 
p # 3 (Hall applies the theory of regular p-groups; a similar proof applies 
also for p = 3, if one use 3.3.d below and [Ma, Th. 231). 
In relation to 3.3~ below, notice that if H = G,. ,, *, then U,(H) = G,, 2, 3, 
H’ = G,. 3x2, so H is a non-powerful maximal subgroup of G. 
We now recall some concepts from [Ma]. A p-group G is termed power- 
closed, if in each section H of G, products of pth powers are again pth 
powers. These groups satisfy [U,(G), U,(G)] g D,(G), hence, as for regular 
groups, O,(G) is powerful [Ma, Corollary 141 (in [Ma], power-closed 
groups are called P,-groups). Actually, the inclusion [D,(G), U,(G)] c 
ZJz(G) holds under the weaker assumption that whenever H c KC G, we 
have IH:IfS,(H)( <IK:O,(K)I (such groups may be called o,-monotone; 
they include power-closed groups, by [Ma, Prop. 23; this inclusion is 
strict). 
Next, G is termed a P-group, if in all sections H of G, the equality 
lU,( H)I = 1 H: Q,(H)1 holds. Again by [Ma], this class lies strictly between 
the regular p-groups and the power-closed ones. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G he powerful, with d(G) = d, e(G) = e. 
(a) !f H?ZJ,(G), then IH: U,(H)1 dp“, und euch element of U,(H) 
cun he tvritten as up’, ,for some a E H. 
(b) exp(R,-~ ,(G))=p” ‘. 
Proqf: The first statement of (a) follows from the fact noted after 1.11, 
that H is a product of d cyclic subgroups. Let x E U,(H). As in the proof of 
1.7, we have x~O,((b, U,(G))) for some hi H, and (h, U,(G)) is power- 
ful, so x = up for some u E H, by 1.7. The result for I’ > 1 follows by induc- 
tion (or on noting that U,(H) is powerful, by 1.5). 
For (b), let Q,-,(G)=(U,(G),u ,,..., u,), where a? ‘=l. Since 
G/U2(G) is a p-abelian class two group, we get, working modulo U,(G), 
that U,(.Q,.- i(G)) = (U,(G), UT ,..., a[). This last subgroup has exponent 
PC 2, by induction applied to U,(G). 
We note that R,,- ,(G) need not be powerful (consider an extra-special 
group of exponent p* and order greater than p’). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G he powerful, d(G) = 3, H c KS G, and I K: HI =p. 
(a) /K: U,( K)I d p3, K is a product qf three cyclic subgroups, and 
either K or H is powerful. 
(b) If K is not poweyful, then d(K) = 2 and [K: U,(K)1 =p3. 
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(c) If /Cl 3p6, G contains at least one powerful maximal subgroup M 
with d(M) = 3. 
(d) G is a P-group. 
Proof: First, let K be maximal in G. The first statements of (a) follow 
then from 3.2. Suppose that K is not powerful. Then Q(K) @ U,(K) which 
is possible only if IK: U,(K)/ =p3, IK: Q(K)1 =p2, and so @(K)=@(G). In 
particular, H 2 @(K) = Q(G), and 1 H: @(C)I = p, so H is powerful. We now 
have both (a) and (b) for this case. 
Now, let IG: KI 3p2, then we can find subgroups L, M, such that 
HcKzLsMsG and IG:MI=IM:LI=p. Then we know already that 
either M or L is powerful, and (a) and (b) follow by induction in this 
powerful subgroup (of course they hold if this subgroup is metacyclic). 
If (c) does not hold, then all maximal subgroups of G have two 
generators. By [Bl, Theorem 4.21, G is either metacyclic or satisfies 
ZIS, (G) = G,. Both possibilities contradict our assumptions. 
The last part is of interest only for p = 3, because for p 2 5 G is even 
regular, since IG: O,(G)\ <p”, but we do not use that. Assume, then, that G 
is not a P-group. Then G involves a section H/N, with N 4 H 5 G, which is 
minimal relative to not being a P-group. The structure of H/N is described 
in [Ma, Theorem 93. Thus lU,(H/N)I =p, and IH: U,(H)1 6p3, so 
IHINI 6 p4> and equality must hold, otherwise cl(H/N) < 2. Therefore 
I H: a,( H)I =p’ and Ns U,(H). Since cl(H/N) = 3, H/N and H are not 
powerful. Take KG G with I K: HI =p. By (a), K is powerful, and we must 
have IK: U,(K)1 =p3 and also B,(K)? N. Then U,(K)/N is a normal sub- 
group of order pz of H/N. But H/N, of order p4 and class 3, has only one 
such subgroup, namely (H/N)‘, and this is elementary abelian. Thus 
U2(K) s N, and K being powerful, we get H, E K, s N, contradicting 
cl( H/N) = 3. 
Theorem 3 applies in particular to Hall’s groups described above. We 
have seen that these groups generate the variety of all groups. Thus 3- 
groups which are P-groups cannot satisfy any nontrivial law, unlike the 
regular 3-groups which are metabelian. Also, taking a nonregular powerful 
3-group with 3 generators, we get by [Ma, Theorem 2.53 that G x C is not 
power-closed (actually, not even o,-monotone), for some cyclic group C, 
so 3.3(d) cannot be extended to 4 generators. 
4. THE EVEN PRIME 
We recall that in this section we repeat most of the results of the 
previous sections, suitably modified, and give proofs only if they differ from 
previous ones. 
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DEFINITION. Let G be a finite 2-group, and N u G. 
(1) N is powerfully embedded in G, if ZJIS,(N) 2 [N, G]. 
(2) G is powerful, if 7Jz(G) 2 G’ (i.e., if G is powerfully embedded in 
itself). 
(The change in the definition is necessary, as all 2-groups satisfy 
U,(G) =, G’). 
If N is powerfully embedded in G, and H= (a, N), then H is powerful. 
Unless otherwise stated, G denotes a finite 2-group. 
THEOREM 4.1.1. Let M and N be powecfully embedded in G. Then so are 
LN, Cl, U,(N), MN and CM, Nl. 
Proof: To prove that a certain subgroup K is powerfully embedded, we 
can always assume that B,(K) = 1, and try to show [K, G] = 1. Moreover, 
if [K, G] # I, then [K, G] # [K, G, G] U,([K, Cl), so we may also assume 
that [K, G, G] = CJ,( [ K, G]) = 1. These assumptions are always made in 
the following proof. In particular, Kc Z,(G). 
(a) K= [N, G]. Let aEN, LEG, then [a, b]EKzZ*(G), so 
rl(a, [a, b]) < 2 and 
(a”)” = (a[a, b])4 = a4[a, b14 [a, h, a]‘; 
here [a, b]4EU2(K)= I and [a, b,a16c7J,([K, G])= 1, so (a4)“=a4, 
a4 E Z(G), i.e., iY,( N) G Z(G), and, since N is powerfully embedded, also 
[N, G] gZ(G), and [N, G, G] = 1, i.e., [K, G] = 1. 
(b) K = O,(N). Here the assumptions are 
Wu,(N)) = [U,(N), G, Gl = O,(Ca,(N), Gl) = 1 and ZJ,(N) E Z,(G). 
Let ac N, bE G. Then 1 = [a2, b12 = [a4, b], so O,(N) c Z(G). Then 
also [N, G]zZ(G), NEZ,(G), so [a2, b] = [a, b]*. Since O*(N) is 
abelian, we get U,(U2(N))= ((a~.~.a;f)21ajEN)=(a~...a~)=U3(N)E 
O,(O,(N))=l. But [N,G]c7J,(N), so a,([N,G])=l, [a’,b]= 
[a, b2] = 1, [B,(N), G] = 1, i.e., [K, G] = 1. 
(c) K= [M, N]. Now we have 7J2([M, N])= O,([A4, N, G]) = 
[M, N, G, G] = 1, so [M, N]sZ2(G). Let aEM, bEN, then 
cl(a, [a, b] ) < 2, and 
(a4)h = (a”)” = (a[a, b])4 = a4[a, b14 [a, b, a]” = a4. 
SO [O,(M), N] = 1, and so also [M, G, N] = 1. Similarly [N, G, M] = 1, so 
by the three-subgroups-lemma: [K, G] = [AI, N, G] = 1. 
(d) K = MN. This is trivial. 
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COROLLARY 4.1.2. Zf G is powerful, then Gi, G”‘, B,(G), D(G), etc., 
are powerfully embedded in G. If Gi, , G HE G;, for some i > 2, then H is 
powerful. 
THEOREM 4.1.3. If G is powerful, then U,(U,(G))= Ui+,,oj and 
P,, I(G) = 7Ji(G). 
Proof We prove only that U,(U,(G)) = 7J,+ r(G), the rest being as for 
the odd primes. For that we may assume that ZIS,, ,(G) = 1, and then show 
that U,(U,(G)) = 1. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in 
U,(G). By induction, 0, (Dj(G)) c N, hence i?J,(CJ,( G)) = 1. But USi is 
powerfully embedded, so [U,(G), G] = 1; Uj(G) & Z(G) and U,(G) is 
abelian. By iYj+ ,(G) = 1, U,(G) is generated by elements of order 2, hence 
has exponent 2, i.e., Ur(ZJ,(G)) = 1. 
COROLLARY 4.1.4. !f G is powerful, then U,,(G) 2 G, + , Jf G’ = U,(G), 
then U,,(G) = G, + , 
Proof For the first claim we use induction on i, thus: 
7s ~,+z(G)=~z(~z,(G))~~IS,(G,+,)~CG,+,,G]=G,+2. 
For the second, let U,(G) = G’. Then U,(G,) s G, + , for each i, so by induc- 
tion U,,(G) G Gi+, 
COROLLARY 4.1.5. [f G is powerful and 19, + ,(G) s H c 7J,( G), for i 3 2, 
then H is powerful. 
Proof Q(H) 2 WfJ,+,(G)) = o,+,(G) = Plt4(G) 2 Pz,+AG)~ 
[Pi+ l(G), f’,+ ,(G)l= C~dG), ~AG)l ?H’. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.6. If M and N are powerfully embedded in G, then 
CJ,(MN) = D,(M) U,(N), and 
a,( CM, Nl) = n Chid 0, ~- ;(N)l. 
,=o 
PROPOSITION 4.1.7. If G is powerful, then each element of ZJJG) can be 
written as ap’, for some a E G. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.8. Let G be powerful, and O*(G) 2 N 2 G’. Let 
a, N ,..., a,N be a basis,for the abelian group G/N. Then N = <a:“‘,..., ay> jar 
appropriate integers e,. Moreover, N is powerfully embedded in G. 
Proof. We may assume D,(N)= 1. Then also U,(G’)= 1, and G, s 
U*(G’) = 1, so G has class 2. Hence G satisfies (xy)” = x”y”[ y, x]” = x4y4. It 
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follows that each element of U,(G) is a product of the elements ~4. In par- 
ticular, this applies to the elements of N. Suppose QE N, and write 
u = a*” a2“’ I d . Since a .N are a basis, each a2h E N, so N is generated by the 
elements af”‘, where 2et is the order of a,N. That N is powerfully embedded 
is proved in 4.2.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.9. Let G = (a, ,..., ud) he powerful. Then O,(G) = 
(a:‘,..., u; ). 
Pro~$ First, for i= 1, we may assume that IlS,(CJ,(G))=U,(G)= 1. But 
then G is abelian, and the claim is obvious. For i> 1, use induction. 
This proof is slightly different from the one for odd p, as we cannot apply 
1.8, which here involves ZT,, not 0,. Actually, we can give a similar proof 
to the above also for oddp. There, G is not abelian, but still p-abelian, 
which suffices. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.10. Let N = (A )’ he poweyfu& embedded in G. Then 
N=(A). 
THEOREM 4.1.11. Let G=(a ,,..., u,,) he ponleyful. Then G= 
((I,)“’ (ad). 
(Note the difference in formulation from the odd case). 
THEOREM 4.1.12. Let G he poweyful, and H c G. Then d(H) < d(G). 
PROPOSITION 4.1.13. Let G he a 2-group, NaG, NG~J,(V(G)), 
d(N) < n and V(S(n, 2)) = 1. Then N is powerfully embedded in a,( V(G)). 
(The notations S(n,p) and V are as for the odd case). 
Proqjl We may assume CJ,( N) = 1, and we want to prove 
N c Z(U,( V(G))). Let N, g N, N, 4 G, 1 N, 1 = 2. By induction, N/N, E 
Z(U,(V(G))/N,), so in particular N’sN,, clN<2, and expN’d2, which 
implies U,(N) z Z(N). Now N/B,(N) is an n-generator exponent 2 section 
of G, so is centralized by V(G). Let CZE N, h E V(G). Then ah = az, with 
-E U,(N). But U,(N) is abelian, hence of exponent 2, so (a2)h= (a~)‘= i 
2-2 cl& =u *, i.e., V(G) centralizes U,(N), and ah* = (a~)~= uhz = uz2 =c1, so 
0, ( V(G)) centralizes N, as claimed. 
THEOREM 4.1.14. Let G he a 2-group of rank r. Then G contains a 
characteristic powerful subgroup H such that 1 G: HI < 2r(<‘ogzr) + “. 
Proof: Take H=U,(K), K= V(G), where V is as in 1.14. Then H is 
powerful, I G : KI is bounded as before and /K: HI < 2’. (Here, we can also 
have IG:KI <2(l?)+’ which is again better for r < 6.) 
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THEOREM 4.2.1. Let H be a 2-group, Z c Z(H), and assume that 
G = H/Z is powerful, with d(G) = d. Then 
(a) If H’ E N c U,(H) H’, then N is powerfully embedded in H. Also, 
d(H’) d (;,. 
(b) !f’ exp Z < 4, and O,(H) c Nc US,(H) H’, then N is powerfiilly 
embedded in H. [f exp Z < 2, then d( U,( H)) < d. 
(c) If Z&@(H), then sr(H)<(“t’). 
Proof (a) We may assume U,(N) = 1, and try to prove [N, H] = 1. 
Then also ?J,( H’) = 1. To show [N, H] = 1, we may also assume that 
[N, H, H]= 1 and U,([N, H])= 1, which implies H,= 1 and U,(H,)= 1. 
Thus H’ G Z,(H). Let a, b E H then cl(a, [a, b] ) d 2, so 
b ‘a4b = (b- ‘ab)4 = (a[a, b])4 = a4[a, b14 [a, b, a]” = a4 
and U,(H) c Z(H). But H/Z is powerful, so H’ c U,(H) Z E Z(H) and 
NE U,(H) H’ c Z(H), as required. 
In particular, H’ is powerfully embedded, so d(H’) is bounded, by 1.10. 
(b) Again let 7Jz( N) = 1. Then O,(H) has exponent 4, and 
H’ G U,(H) Z, so also exp H’ < 4. We know already that H’ is powerfully 
embedded, so H, G U,(H’) = 1 and cl H < 2. But then exp H’ < 4 implies 
U,(H)cZ(H), so [N, H] c [U,(H) H’, H] = 1. 
To bound d(U,( H)) we may assume 0, (U,(H)) = 1, and then, since we 
know already that U,(H) is powerfully embedded, we have 
[U2( H), H] = 1. From H’ c U,(H) Z follows now cl H < 2. Since we are 
assuming that exp Z < 2, and we also have exp U,(H) d 2, we get 
exp H’ d 2, so, for a, b E H. 
(ab)4 = a4b4[b, a]” = a4b4. 
Thus 7J2(H) is generated by the 4th powers of any set of generators of H. 
Taking as such a set d elements which generate H (modulo Z), and also the 
elements of Z, we get just d 4th powers, since exp Z d 2, so d(O,(H)) d d. 
The proof of (c) is not different from the one for p > 2. 
COROLLARY 4.2.2. Let G be a powerful 2-group with d(G) =d. Then 
d(WG)) d (3. 
THEOREM 4.2.3. Let G be any finite group, whose Sylow subgroups have 
ranks at most r. Then 
d(WG))6 ; 0 + r*(log,r) + r*. 
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THEOREM 4.2.4. Let G he a powerful 2-group. Then e(M(G)) 6 e(G). 
PROPOSITION 4.2.5. Let G he a powerful 2-group. Then cl G 6 
[(e+ 1)/2], I(G)dlog,(e+ l), ICI <2”‘, IM(G)I <2(“2)d(d-‘)p, where 
d=d(G), e=e(G). 
PROPOSITION 4.2.6. Let G be a 2-group of rank r, with d(G) = d, 
e(G) = e. Denote m = (log,r). Then 
ICI <2 rnl’+rc+r, I(G)<logz(e+ l)+m+ 1, e(M(G))<e+rm2+r, 
,M(G), &)C+r~enl+rG 
COROLLARY 4.2.1. Let G be a finite soluble group, such that for Sylowl 
.subgroup P qf’ we have x(P) < r, e(P) < e. Then f(G) is bounded by a 
,function of‘ r and e only. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.8. Let G be a 2-group of rank r, n = (log,r ), e = e(G), 
ana’ let n + 1 6 k, 1 de. Then 
Proqf: By 4.1.13, with V(G) = zT,,( G), we have that 0, + ,(G) is powerful. 
Then the two equalities follow as before, while 
Co,(G), u,(G)1 = CD, ,,- ,(u,z+ I(G)), 0,-c ,(7J,+ ,(G))l 
so k+/L2,z 2(C7Jfln+,(GL ~n+,(G)l) 
~a,+,~,,,~,(a,(o,,+,(G))) 
=U k+l ,r+ ,(G). 
Passing now to the analogues of the results in Section 3, we first need to 
introduce a new concept. Let G be a metacyclic 2-group, with A u G and 
both A and G/A cyclic. Let IAl = 2”. Then Aut A r C,.-z x C2, with the two 
factors being generated by the automorphisms a + a5 and a + a- ‘, for 
a E A, respectively. Following King, we term G ordinary metacyclic, if G 
induces on A a subgroup of the first factor, C2nm~. This is equivalent to G 
centralizing A/U2(A) (for n < 2, we interpret it to mean that G is abelian). 
PROPOSITION 4.3.0. A 2-generator 2-group is powerful if and only if it is 
ordinary metacyclic. 
ProoJ Let G be a powerful 2-group, with d(G) = 2. Then sr(G) = 2. By 
a result of Blackburn [Bl, Theorem 4.11, G is metacyclic. But it is easy to 
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check that a metacyclic 2-group is powerful if and only if it is ordinary 
metacyclic. 
THEOREM 4.3.1. All subgroups of the 2-group G are powerful lh and only 
if, G is modular, but not Hamiltonian. 
PROPOSITION 4.3.2. Let G be a powerful 2-group, with e and d as usual. 
(a) Zf H 2 U,(G), then each element of U;(H) can be written as a2’, for 
some a E H. 
(b) exp(O, ,(G)) = 2’~ ‘. 
(The inequality IH: U,(H)1 < 2d, which was noted for the odd case, is true 
also here, but it means exactly the same as d(H) 6 d(G)). 
The other results and examples of Section 3 use the oddness of p in 
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